**WRI 100 80: College Writing**  
**Spring 2010**  
T 7:00–9:30 p.m.  
Cedar Crest College  
BHA 4

Professor Mary H. Snyder  
Hartzel Hall 220  
Office hours: TTh 1-2 p.m., or by appointment  
Phone: 610-437-4471, x4483 (office)  
Email: mhsnyder@cedarcrest.edu or merre727@aol.com

**Course Description:** The goal of WRI 100: College Writing is to understand and produce thoughtful writing, prose that expresses and develops, explores and sustains ideas and their justifications. We’ll pay particular attention to the style of writing common to the academic community: writing that presents and develops an insightful claim about the world and supports that claim with sound reasoning and good evidence. As such, this course will ask you to read, learn, and think about cultural issues relevant to us today.

Cedar Crest College emphasizes a process approach to writing, a process by which you read and learn about a subject, develop your ideas about it through prewriting and drafting, and refine those ideas and language by revising earlier drafts. Intensive practice will be given in writing clear, logical, and persuasive prose that stresses focus, content, organization, style, and conventions in argument.

WRI 100: College Writing is designed to meet the following educational outcomes:
- Students will demonstrate the ability to engage in critical analysis.
- Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate clearly and effectively through the written word.
- Students will demonstrate the ability to discriminate among sources of information and their appropriate uses.

In order to attain these outcomes, WRI 100 has the following course objectives:
- Thinking critically requires you to recognize and analyze patterns of argument. To analyze arguments, you will locate and evaluate writers’ claims, the supports for these claims, and their counterarguments. You will also assess the credentials and authority of the writer. You will apply these skills of analysis to various sources of information, in both print and electronic forms, in order to evaluate the legitimacy and applicability of this information.
- In order to learn to communicate effectively in writing, you will be asked both to examine and to practice the uses and effects of various types of writing, noticing how different contexts for writing call for changes in tone, syntax, rhetorical mode, and genre. Feedback from your teacher and classmates will guide you as you write and revise your work.
WRI 100 meets its educational outcomes through the following forms of assessment:

- Students will demonstrate the ability to engage in critical analysis through class discussion of assigned reading and through informal and formal written assignments.
- Students will demonstrate the ability to communicate clearly and effectively in writing in the prewriting, drafting, and revising of their papers for the course.
- Students will demonstrate the ability to practice information literacy through assigned research tasks.

**College Writing Studio**: WRI 001 College Writing Studio is a supplemental writing lab for WRI-1 courses, providing extended workshop time and basic writing instruction in grammar, sentence and paragraph structures, and essay coherence. Students are placed in the studio based upon college entrance examination scores and WRI-1 writing samples.

**Honor Philosophy**: The Cedar Crest Honor Philosophy states that students shall uphold community standards for academic and social behavior to preserve a learning environment dedicated to personal and academic excellence. It is based upon the principle that, as a self-governing body, students have the ability to create an atmosphere of trust and support. Within this environment, individuals are empowered to make their own decisions, develop personal regard for the system under which they live, and achieve a sense of integrity and judgment that will guide them through life.

**Classroom Protocol**: Appropriate classroom behavior is implicit in the Cedar Crest Honor Philosophy. Such behavior is defined and guided by complete protection for the rights of all students and faculty to a courteous, respectful classroom environment. That environment is free from distractions such as late arrivals, early departures, inappropriate conversations, and any other behaviors that might disrupt instruction or compromise students’ access to their Cedar Crest College education.

A special note is appropriate here regarding the tone of our classroom discussions. An important strategy for producing more thoughtful writing is to approach ideas with an attitude of skepticism, whether those ideas come from readings, professors, or classmates. In order to better understand a way of fashioning the world, we must probe the basis for that point of view and examine what reasons and evidence may or may not support it. This is especially critical when it comes to our most closely held beliefs, beliefs that we might feel uncomfortable with placing them under too much scrutiny. As we engage in this process of inquiry, please remember that, while we should question and challenge each other’s opinions, a sign of intellectual maturity is that we do so respectfully.

As we live in an age of increasing technological diversion—the call of cell phones, the click of mice, ringing in our ear—it becomes easy to forget the good manners of
paying attention to those immediately around us. Please remember to shut cell phones off and refrain from checking your email or any wayward browsing of the Internet during class. **Let me reiterate this: no cell phone, laptop, or Internet use – or any technological item use for that matter – during class, or I will ask you to leave.**

**Academic Honesty and Plagiarism:** Plagiarism is the act of using someone else’s ideas or words and passing them off as your own without giving credit to the original source. Since a key goal of a college education is to develop and express your own ideas, plagiarism is an extremely serious academic offense.

It is dishonest to present oral or written work that is not entirely the student’s own, except as may be approved by the instructor. Students must follow the requirements of the instructor regarding when and how much collaboration with other students is permitted. Any language taken from another source, whether individual words or entire paragraphs, must be placed in quotation marks and attributed to the source, following the citation format specified. Paraphrased material from an outside source must also be attributed. In addition, if the student is indebted to another source for a specific perspective or a line of argument—regardless of whether the student has directly quoted the source or not—that debt must be acknowledged.

In this class, the penalty for plagiarism and other forms of academic dishonesty is a grade of F either on the individual assignment or for the entire course, to be determined by the instructor based upon the severity of the offense.

For an extended description of what constitutes plagiarism, please consult *Writing at Cedar Crest College: A Student’s Guide.*

**Attendance:** Simply put, you are expected to attend and participate in each class meeting. Improving your college writing skills requires sustained practice in class-to-class discussions and exercises, and missing class means that you’re missing activities that cannot easily be made up. There is no distinction between “excused” and “unexcused” absences. If you miss a class, you remain responsible for the material covered. Missing more than 1/4 of the class meetings (4 classes in a semester) will result in a final grade of F.

**Class Cancellation:** If Cedar Crest’s campus is open, you should expect our class meetings to be held. If troublesome weather threatens to close the campus and thus cancel class, however, you should refer to Cedar Crest’s Inclement Weather Hotline at 610-606-4629 for notification. If I cancel class independently of the campus closing, due to weather or for other reasons, I will send a class-wide email to your Cedar Crest account.

**College Policy Regarding Learning Disabilities:** Students with documented disabilities who may need academic accommodations should discuss these needs with their professors during the first two weeks of class. Students with disabilities who wish to request accommodations should contact the Learning Center.
My Policy Regarding Late Assignments: I DO NOT accept late assignments. If you experience extenuating circumstances that prevent you from completing an assignment on time, you will need to have documentation of that circumstance and I reserve the right to make my decision. If it is an extenuating circumstance, you have 24 hours past the due date to hand in the assignment, both through email and a hard copy. Thus, no late assignments will be accepted unless proper documentation of an extenuating circumstance is provided and approved by me, and then only by getting the late assignment to me, both through email and hard copy, within 24 hours of the due date. A penalty for lateness will apply.

My Policy Regarding Email: I will not accept writing assignments over email, especially due to the new version of Microsoft. Also, I will only respond to emails that I deem necessary to do so. I recommend that you bring any concerns or questions to me before/after class or during my office hours.

Course Content and Purpose
In this course, we will be exploring and examining “how the word gets out,” and we will also be attempting different means to get our own words out. We will be narrowing our focus to “how the word gets out” about the future. Our discussion of the future will be divided into the following three sections:

- **Where are we?** What is being written, studied, and filmed, about our society today? What are currently the most pressing issues, i.e. those issues that will affect the future or be affected in and/or by the future?
- **Where have we been?** We will study a text written in the past that can be interpreted as a warning and view this warning from our vantage point in the present.
- **Where are we going?** We will study a text written recently, and adapted to film, that portrays a dark vision of the future. We will make informed determinations about whether or not we believe this fiction could become true.

The goal of this course is to understand and produce thoughtful writing, prose that expresses and develops, explores and sustains ideas and their justifications. We’ll be using our study of the future, and the dissemination of information through both nonfiction and fiction genres by way of a variety of media, to achieve this goal. We’ll pay particular attention to the style of writing common to the academic community: writing that presents and develops an insightful claim about the world and supports that claim with sound reasoning and good evidence.

Texts/Films
- The 11th Hour
- Frankenstein (1818 version)
- The Children of Men (text and film)
- The Bedford Handbook
- Handouts given in class
Grading
Your work will be evaluated as follows:

Papers – 50%
Assignments – 20%
Quizzes – 10%
Participation – 20% (see participation requirements for grade)

Papers – Each paper grade will be based on any combination or all of the following components leading up to each of the formal writing assignments that will develop from written exercises, reading, film-viewing, class discussion, group work, and class workshops:

1. A first draft – 10 points
2. Peer review (of a partner’s paper) – 10 points
3. Works Cited – 10 points
4. A neat and correctly formatted final draft – 100 points

Regardless of the items required, they must be paper-clipped together or put in a folder.

Assignments – These are smaller yet formal assignments. You will be given detailed instructions to follow and these assignments must be typewritten and double-spaced.

Quizzes – These are open book tests of your comprehension of the material.

Grade Criteria for Participation

A Regularly demonstrates excellent preparation: has clearly read the assigned material and thoughtfully considered any suggested questions, etc. Brings original thought and perspective to discussion, making significant contributions that expand and extend our collective understanding and appreciation of the written work. Listens attentively to other class members and instructor and responds constructively. Maintains active involvement throughout the semester.

B Regularly contributes to class discussions and has clearly read the assigned material, considering any suggested questions, etc. Brings original thought and perspective to discussion. Listens attentively to other class members and instructor. Maintains consistent ongoing involvement throughout the semester.

C Contributions to discussion show that the assigned materials have been read. Listens attentively to other class members and instructor. Level of involvement variable, but can contribute when called upon.

D Doesn’t often contribute without being called upon. Completion of assigned reading sometimes in doubt. Level of involvement consistently unsatisfactory.

F Does not contribute to discussion unless called upon. Contributions when called upon indicate that assigned materials have not been read.
Assignment Schedule

Have assignments ready for specified day. I reserve the right to change the schedule should I feel it necessary for any reason, including both additions and/or subtractions. Also, further details will be given in class for all assignments listed; this is a general guide.

T 1/19: Introduction, syllabus

T 1/26: Sample essay
Newspaper work – bring a newspaper to class
Letter to the Editor
Op Ed piece

T 2/2: Op Ed writing assignment due
“Plastic Ocean” – outline due
Work on response to essay

T 2/9: Response to “Plastic Ocean” due
“Rape of Appalachia” – outline due
Work on response to essay

T 2/16: Response to “Rape of Appalachia” due
*The 11th Hour*
Discuss A1 (first formal paper)

T 2/23: A1 thesis statement and outline
Research/website evaluation

T 3/2: A1 first draft due/peer review
Introduction to *Frankenstein*

**Spring Break – read *Frankenstein!***

T 3/16: A1 final draft due
*Frankenstein* – quiz

T 3/23: *The Island*
Discuss A2

T 3/30: A2 thesis statement/outline
A2 research/begin working bibliography

T 4/6: A2 first draft due/peer review
MLA quiz

T 4/13: A2 final draft due
*The Children of Men* novel – quiz
T  4/20: Lit2film adaptation essay – outline due
    Lit2film research
    Work on lit2film opinion piece

T  4/27: Lit2film piece – final draft due
    *Children of Men* film – “what to be looking for” assignment

T  5/4: Take-home essay assignment (A3) handed out and discussed

**Take-home essay assignment (A3) will be due in my office (Hartzel 220) on Friday, May 7th, by 5:00 p.m.**

Grades for this course will be issued according to the following percentages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94-100%</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90-93.99%</td>
<td>A-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87-89.99%</td>
<td>B+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84-86.99%</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80-83.99%</td>
<td>B-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77-79.99%</td>
<td>C+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74-76.99%</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70-73.99%</td>
<td>C-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67-69.99%</td>
<td>D+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-66.99%</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60-63.99%</td>
<td>D-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-59.99%</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note: A D- cannot be given as a final grade according to university policy. If your final quantitative grade falls in the D- range, I will make a decision as to your letter grade based on my judgment of your work and effort in the class.